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else I cannot say from practical experience. All conquerors
of India have reacted to what is noble in Indian culture
and in Indian nature, the Muslims included. I believe the
Germans would have done likewise. It may even be that
the English reaction has been less than what others' may
have been because of their insularity and colour prejudice,""
Sevagram, 7~4-'4O	A. EL
Harijan, 13-4-1940
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TWO QUESTIONS FROM AMERICA
A friend writing from America propounds the follow-
ing two questions:
*'l. Granted that Satyagraha is capable of winning India's
independence, what are the chances of its being accepted as a
principle of State policy in a free India? In other words, would
a strong and independent India rely on Satyagraha as a method
of self-preservation, or would it lapse back to seeking refuge ia
the age-old institution of war, however defensive its character?
To restate the question on the basis of a purely theoretic problem r
Is Satyagraha likely to be accepted only in an uphill battle, when
the phenomenon of martyrdom is fully effective, or is it also to
be the instrument of a sovereign authority which has neither the
need nor the scope of behaving on the principle of martyrdom?
2. Suppose a free India adopts Satyagraha as an instrument
of State policy, how would she defend herself against probable
aggression by another sovereign State? To restate the question
on the basis, of a purely theoretic problem: What would be the Sat-
yagrahic action-patterns to meet the invading army at the frontier?
What kind of resistance can be offered the opponent before a
common area of action, such as the one now existing in India
between the Indian nationalists and the British government, is estab-
lished? Or should the Satyagrahis withhold their action until after
the opponent has taken over the country?"
The questions axe admittedly theoretical. They are
also premature for the reason that I have not|mastered the
whole technique of non-violence. The experiment is still
ia the making. It is not evqn in its advanced stage. The

